
Homework Project

Your task is to complete a project on the topic of 

the Middle Ages. Choose one or more of the tasks 

on the other side of this sheet and complete it to 

the best of your ability. The tasks are divided into 

the following categories:  

Enjoy     - Aspire    - Challenge

These three categories are the levels of difficulty of 

each task. So, choose a task that suits your ability 

but make sure it challenges your skills.        

Due date: 1st  July 2024

Your homework will be marked and there are 

achievement points available for effort and the 

most imaginative pieces. Outstanding projects will 

be celebrated and displayed around the school. 

Winners of the best homework will receive prizes.
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What are the Medieval 

Times? 

Also known as the Middle Ages, the Medieval 
period in history spanned roughly 1,000 
years, ending between 1400 and 1450. In 
Spain, however, 1492 is considered the end 
of their medieval period and the beginning of 
the modern era. 

The period was one of human expansion, 
centralization and great political upheaval 
and violence, resulting in the foundation of 
many modern European countries. 

It was also dominated by a surge in 
Christianity leading to the building of great 
cathedrals, clearing of large tracts of land 
by peasants, settling of new towns and 
villages, and building of great castles by local 
nobility.



Humanities Homework Project

.
Blue - Enjoy

Yellow - Aspire

Red - Challenge

Create a poster explaining Medieval beliefs on:
(a) The church, religion, Heaven, Hell and Purgatory 
OR
(b) The legendary heroic outlaw, Robin Hood. Write a poem or song about the Battle of Hastings.

Make it informative but catchy and remember to include 
key terms.

Design and build a historically accurate Medieval Village either:

● On minecraft
● Using cardboard boxes
● On paper
● As a cake
● Electronically using a computer

Include all of the features of a Medieval village e.g. Village Green, Water 
well for fresh Drinking Water, Stables for Horses, Streams in which to 
Fish, Blacksmith Workshop etc. 



Blue - Enjoy

Create a poster explaining Medieval beliefs on:

(a) The church, religion, Heaven, Hell and Purgatory OR
(b) The legendary heroic outlaw, Robin Hood.

Use the internet to research these topics.

Please include pictures and writing.

This can be done electronically or on paper.



Write a poem or song about the Battle of Hastings.

Make it informative but catchy and remember to include key terms.

Yellow - Aspire



Design and build a Medieval Village either:

● On minecraft
● Using cardboard boxes
● On paper
● As a cake
● Electronically using a computer

Include all of the features of a Medieval village e.g. Village Green, Water well for fresh Drinking Water, 
Stables for Horses, Streams in which to Fish, Blacksmith Workshop etc. 

Red - Challenge


